Power Street Theatre Company’s 
Minority Land
By Erina Ortiz
Co-Directed by Cat Ramirez & Erina Ortiz
Oct. 11 - 13, 2019

When the local university begins to buy houses in “el barrio,” the landscape of a diverse neighborhood starts to change. Block by block, residents are pushed out of their homes. One bold “abuela” — neighborhood grandmother — and her adoptive kids have to decide how much they are willing to risk to save one another’s dreams.

The HOUND of the BASKERVILLES
By Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Adapted by Steven Canny & John Nicholson
Directed by Matt Pfeiffer
Nov. 10 - Dec. 8, 2019

Told in the same madcap style as The 39 Steps, The Hound of the Baskervilles is a masterpiece of mystery, farce, and suspense. These actors play all 16 characters in this uproarious parody of the most celebrated Sherlock Holmes novel of all time. Starring Theatre Horizon favorites Damon Bonetti, Steve Pacek, and Dave Johnson.

Athena: A Regional Premiere
By Christine Evans
Directed by Rebecca May Flowers
May 9 - 31, 2020

Galilee: A Staged Reading
By Mat Smart
Directed by Cheyenne Barboza
Feb. 28 - Mar. 22, 2020

“I do believe this can ever be a country for all?” Susan B. Anthony, a white suffragist, asks Frederick Douglass, a black statesman, on the day they first meet. It’s the question at the heart of The Agitators, a riveting new play about two rebels who became American icons. Youthful hopes and dreams united them in their fight to end slavery, but over time, their disagreements about how to gain voting rights tested their alliance. There’s a story of defiance, rebellion, and revolution. In 2020 we invite you to meet the people who wrote the playbook on how to fight for someone else’s rights.

Athena and Mary Wallace are seventeen, determined, and preparing for battle. Sparring partners for the National Fencing Championships, they balance high-stakes fencing attacks with the dangers of becoming friends with your competitor. These fierce athletes risk it all in a breathtaking series of epic fencing matches and quick-witted parries. A badass comedy about the ruthless pursuit of glory — and friendship.

LITTLE SHOP of HORRORS
By Richard O’Brien
Music by Alan Menken
Directed by Amina Robinson
Jan. 24 - 26, 2020

Cast members from Theatre Horizon’s hit musical The Color Purple reunite to lift their voices to the rafters in this rock musical comedy.

When meek floral assistant Seymour stumbles across a new breed of plant, he names it “Audrey II” after his coworker crush. But the insatiable shrub has a secret — a taste for human blood! Over time, Seymour discovers Audrey II’s true intent: global domination.

Into the Woods in Concert
Sept. 27 - 29, 2019

Music & Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
Book by James Lapine
Directed by Matthew Decker

Theatre Horizon revisits Stephen Sondheim’s into the Woods, with returning cast members from our acclaimed 2015 production, under the direction of Barrymore winner, Matthew Decker.

Three performances only, with a special Saturday night pre-show gala to celebrate Theatre Horizon’s 15th anniversary season.
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